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ENGLISH HELPSHEET 
GRAMMAR REVISION 

 

Present Continuous - Simple Present 

 
Present Continuous:  
 
1) used to talk about something that is in progress at the moment of speaking 
ex: Look! The train is coming 
2) used to talk about something that is in progress around the present 
ex: You're spending a lot of money 
3) used to talk about something that is in progress for a limited period 
ex: I'm living in Louvain-la-Neuve 
4) used to talk about something that we have planned to do in the future  
(personal timetable, liable to change) 
ex: I'm meeting John on Friday 
 
Simple Present: 
 
1) used to talk about habits (+ adverbs of frequency: ‘always’, ‘never’) 
ex: I go to work by car 
2) used to talk about permanent situations 
ex: I live in Brussels 
3) used to talk about general truths 
ex: Water boils at 100°C 
4) used to talk about future events that are part of a fixed, official timetable 
(not liable to change) 
ex: The train arrives at 6 p.m.  
 
NB:  1) Verbs not used in the present continuous: 
a) verbs of thinking: to believe, think, understand, know, remember, imagine, recognise, suppose 
b) verbs of feeling: to like, dislike, hate, prefer 
c) verbs of perception (the five senses): to smell, see, hear, feel, taste 
d) "other verbs": to have, to be, need, seem, mean contain, cost 
(exception: "I'm having lunch", where "to have" describes an action) 
 
 2) Irritation: You are always coming late! 
     Surprise: I am always meeting you in the park! 
 
(at first sight, a bizarre combination of pres. cont. + adv. of frequency) 
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Simple Present and the Position of Adverbs 

 
 

1. The adverb is after the auxiliaries “be”, “have” and the modal auxiliaries (“can”, 
“should”, etc.) 

 
 
ex:  Slow weight gain is also a common problem 
 I have often seen him at the library 
 You should absolutely consider this option 
 
 
 

2. The adverb is before the main verb 
 
 
ex:  Children with Williams Syndrome often have more sensitive hearing than other children 
(“have” is not an auxiliary here, but a main verb meaning “possess”) 
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Simple Future – Near Future 

 
 
Simple Future: 
 

1) used when there is a clear future time reference (in the form of an adverbial expression) 
 
ex: He will see his fiancée next week 
 
2) used when there is a degree of subjectivity involved (in the form of a warning) 
 
ex: Be careful! You will fall out of that tree! (if the child is careful, he won’t fall) 
 
3) used when it concerns a decision that is taken on-the-spot 
 
ex:  (waiter in a bar): What would you like to drink? 

(my answer, after quick reflection): I’ll have a coffee, please 
 
Near Future or Be-Going-To Future: 
 

1) used when there is no future time reference (the absence of an adverbial expression) 
 
ex: I am going to see my colleague 
 
2) used when there is an indication of a future intention 
 
ex: I am going to buy a new car 
 
3) used to talk about a future prediction (objectively true) 
 
ex: Look! That tidal wave is going to submerge us! (it is absolutely certain) 
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Past Simple - Past Continuous 

 
Past Simple: 
 
1) used to talk about past actions (completely over) 
ex: I played football yesterday 
 
Past Continuous: 
 
1) used to talk about something that was in progress in the past 
ex: Last night at 8 o'clock I was watching TV 
 
NB:  
 
1. We often use the past continuous and the simple past in the same sentence 
ex: I  was crossing the street when suddenly  a bomb exploded 
           background action                           foreground action 
 
2. But when we have two consecutive actions, we use the simple past twice 
ex: When I crossed the street, a bomb exploded  
(I crossed the street. Then a bomb exploded) 
 
 
Conclusion: 4 possibilities: 
 

1) simple past + Simple past: 2 consecutive past actions 
ex: I crossed the street and entered the baker’s 
2) simple past + past continuous: foreground + background action 
ex: The phone rang while I was sleeping 
3) past continuous + simple past: background + foreground action 
ex: While she was experimenting with the drug, she made an important discovery 
4) past continuous + past continuous: 2 simultaneous past actions 
ex: My mother was singing while she was preparing dinner 
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Present Perfect Simple - Present Perfect Continuous 

 
Present Perfect Simple 
 
1) used to talk about something that started in the past and continues up to the present 
ex: I've worked here for seven years (I started 7 years ago and I still work here) 
2) used to talk about a past action that is still valid now 
ex: I've never been to India 
3) used to talk about a past action with a result now 
ex: I've broken my arm 
 
Present Perfect Continuous 
 
1) used to talk about something that started in the past and has been in progress up to the present 
ex) She has been waiting for an hour 
2) used to talk about something that started in the past, that finished in the recent past, but the action 
has results in the present 
ex: It's been snowing 
 
NB: the difference between the Present Perfect Simple and the Present Perfect Continuous is often 
only a matter of nuance: 
 
ex:  I've been cleaning my car   versus I've cleaned my car 
        finished or not finished     finished 
 
ex:  I've been living in this flat for 10 years (continuous) 
      I've lived in this flat for 10 years (simple) 
      
 There's hardly any difference between the Continuous and the Simple here 
 
 
NB:  a) difference “for” (duration of a period) – “since” (beginning of a period) 
 
 b) difference “gone” (still away) – “been” (back now) 
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Present Perfect Simple - Simple Past 

 
Present Perfect Simple          Simple Past 
 
1. past action continues up to present   1. past action completely over 
ex: I've lived in Brussels for 5 years       ex: I lived in Brussels for 5 years 
 
2. past action with result now         2. past action with no result now 
ex: I've lost my wallet                ex: I lost my wallet  
(I've still lost it)               (but I've got it back now) 
 
3. indefinite past time      3. definite past time 
ex: ever, never, recently, yet               ex: yesterday,  
                                                      the day before yesterday,  

last week, a month ago, in 1977   
 
4. today, this morning, etc.                     4. today, this morning, etc. 
not finished            finished 
ex: I've spoken to Peter this morning       ex: I spoke to Peter this morning 
(it's still morning)                                   (it's now evening) 
 
 
 
NB: I  haven’t seen you  since  you moved to Charleroi. 

main clause         subclause introduced by “since”  
phrase principale   phrase subordonnée 
pres. perfect simple   simple past 
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Past Perfect Simple - Past Perfect Continuous 

 
Past Perfect Simple: 
 
1. used to refer back to an earlier past than the past you're already talking about 
ex: We arrived at the cinema at 8:00, but the film had started at 7:30. 
         simple past                                            past perfect simple 
 
Past Perfect Continuous: 
 
1. used to talk about something that had been in progress up to the past time we're talking about 
ex:  I'd been walking for half an hour when it suddenly started to rain 
       past perfect continuous                                 simple past 
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Conditionals 

 
1. Open present or future:  
  
ex: If he asks me, I will help him 
construction: If + simple present, simple future 
 
 
2. Unreal present or future: 
  
If he asked me, I would help him 
construction: If + simple past, would + base form 
 
 
3. Unreal past: 
  
If he had asked me, I would have helped him 
construction: If + past perfect simple, would + have + past participle 
 
 
4. General: 
  
If he asks me, I help him 
construction: If + simple present, simple present 
 
 
NB: 
 
1) "If" at the beginning or at the end 
ex: If he asks me, I will help him (with a comma) 
     I will help him if he asks me   (without a comma) 
 
2) Conditionals without "if": 
ex: Unless we hurry, we'll be late 
      Suppose you won a lot of money, what would you do? 
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The Passive Voice 

 
1) used when we don't know who or what does something 
ex: My car was stolen last night 
 
2) used when we are not interested in who or what does something 
ex: Sarah has been invited to the party 
 
3) used when we don't want to say who or what does something 
ex: A mistake was made (vs. I made a mistake) 
 
NB: 
 
1) Verbs with two objects in the passive: 
 
Active: Someone gave    Jimmy         the money 
            subject              indirect         direct 
                                    object           object 
 
There are two possible transformations into the passive, of which the first (starting with the person) is 
the most common: 
 
Passive:  Jimmy was given  the money 
             subject                 direct object 
 
             The money was given to Jimmy 
                subject                   indirect object 
 
2) Formal style: 
 
Active: People say that Mr Ross is a millionaire 
Two possible transformations: 
 
Passive:  It is said that Mr Ross is a millionaire 
Passive:  Mr Ross is said to be a millionaire 
              Mr Ross is supposed to be a millionaire 

Construction of the Passive Voice 
 
 

Tense Active Passive 

Simple Present I eat a cookie A cookie is eaten by me 

Present Continouous I am eating a cookie A cookie is being eaten by me 

Simple Past I ate a cookie A cookie was eaten by me 

Past Continuous I was eating a cookie A cookie was being eaten by 
me 

Present Perfect Simple I have eaten a cookie A cookie has been eaten by me 

Present Perfect Continuous I have been eating a cookie A cookie has been being eaten 
by me 

Past Perfect Simple I had eaten a cookie A cookie had been eaten by me 

Past Perfect Continuous I had been eating a cookie A cookie had been being eaten 
by me 

Simple Future I will eat a cookie A cookie will be eaten by me 

Near Future I am going to eat a cookie A cookie is going to be eaten by 
me 
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Modal Auxiliaries 

 

Ability 

 
1. Ability: can - cannot - can't 
ex: I can swim 
 
2. a) General ability in the past: could 
ex: I could swim when I was 4 years old 
 
2. b) Ability in the past in a particular situation: was/were able to, managed to, succeeded in + -ing 
ex: Leonardo di Caprio and Kate Winslet  were able to swim    to safety 
      managed to swim 
      succeeded in swimming 
 
exception: only "could" with verbs like "to hear", "to understand", etc. 
ex: We could see a man in the garden 
 
NB:  
1. could not (couldn't): expresses both general ability in the past and past ability in particular situations 
ex: My grandmother couldn't dance (general) 
     He couldn't swim back to the boat (particular situation) 
 
2. could have + past participle: you had the ability to do something in the past, but you didn't do it 
ex: You could have helped me. Why didn't you? 
 
3. "can" is invariable - if you want to conjugate, use "be able to" 
ex: I'd like to be able to play the piano (I'd like to can play the piano) 
 
 
 
 
 

Permission 

 
1. Asking for permission: can, could, may, might, be allowed to 
ex: Can I use your pen for a moment? 
 
2. Giving permission: can, may 
ex: Can I use your pen for a moment? Yes, of course you can 
 
3. Talking about permission: can/can't, be allowed to/be not allowed to 
ex: You can't smoke here 
 
4. Past permission: 
 
a) general: could:  
ex: When I was 18, I could borrow my father's car 
 
b) particular situation: was allowed to: 
ex: I was allowed to borrow my father's car last night 
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Obligation and Necessity 

 
1. "Must" and "have to": 
 
a) "must": when the authority comes from the speaker  
(internal obligation) 
ex: You must be home by 12 o'clock (I insist) 
 
b) "have to": when the authority comes from outside the speaker  
(external obligation) 
ex: I have to be home by 12 o'clock (my father insists) 
 
2. past obligation: "had to" 
ex: I had to work late yesterday 
 
3. conjugated forms: with "have to" 
ex: I hate having to get up early 
     What time do you have to start work? 
 
4. "have to" versus "have got to" 
a) "have to" is more formal than "have got to" 
b) "have to": for things that happen repeatedly 
ex: I always have to work late on Monday evenings 
c) "have to": in the past 
ex: I had to work late last night (I had got to work late last night) 
 
5. "mustn't" versus "don't have to" 
a) "mustn't": obligation not to do something 
ex: You mustn't smoke here. It is prohibited 
     (Doctor: "You mustn't get up from bed. You're ill") 
b) "don't have to": not necessary to do something 
ex: I don't have to get up early today. It's Saturday 
NB: "don't have to" = "don't need to" = "haven't got to" = "needn't" 
ex: I don't have to get up early today 
        don't need to 
        haven't got to 
        needn't 
 
6. "Needn't have" versus "didn't need to" 
 
a) "needn't have" + past participle: somebody did something, but it wasn't necessary 
ex: I needn't have made much food. Nobody was hungry 
 
b) "didn't need to" + base form of the verb: something wasn't necessary, and the person didn't do it 
ex: I didn't need to make much food (it wasn't necessary and I didn't) 
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Obligation and Advice 

 
1. Obligation, duty, advice: "should" and "ought to" 
ex: What do you think I  should do? 
                                    ought to do? 
 
2. Somebody did the wrong thing in the past: "should have" and  
"ought to have" 
ex: I should have posted this letter yesterday, but I forgot 
 
3. Strong recommendation in a particular situation: "had better" 
ex: You'd better start studying! 
 
4. arrangement, rule, duty, what people are supposed to do 
ex: You're supposed to start work at 8:00 a.m. 
      You're not supposed to eat in the classroom 
 
5. asking for somebody's opinion: "shall I ...?" 
ex: What shall I do? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Possibility 

 
1. Present and future possibility: "may, "might", "could" 
ex: There's someone knocking at the door. It  may be Sarah (***) 
                                                                 might be         (**) 
                                                                 could be          (*) 
 
NB: 
  
a) (***) indicates the degree of possibility 
b) negative: "may not" and "might not" 
 
2. Possibility in the past: "may have", "might have", "could have" +  
past participle 
ex: "I've lost my wallet." "You could have left it on the train." 
 
3. Possibility in the past, but it didn't happen: "could have",  
"might have" + past participle 
ex: You were stupid to climb that tree. You might have fallen off 
 
4. Theoretical possibility: "can" 
ex: It can be cold in the Sahara 
 
5. Theoretical possibility in the past: "could" 
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ex: My brother could be really horrible when he was a child 
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Probability 

 
1. Something is probable at the moment of speaking or in the future: "should", "ought to" 
ex: It's nine o'clock. Tom should be at work by now 
     Tom is a very good student. He ought to pass the exam 
 
2. You expected something to happen and you don't know if it happened: 
"should have", "ought to have" + past participle 
ex: They should have arrived by now  
(But I don't know if they have arrived) 
 
3. You expected something to happen, but it didn't happen: 
"should have", "ought to have" + past participle 
ex: Tom ought to have passed his exam. I'm surprised he has failed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Logical deduction 

 
1. Positive logical deductions in the present: "must" 
ex: The heating is on in here and you're wearing a coat. You must be cold 
 
2. Negative logical deductions in the present: "can't" 
ex: I've just closed the window and switched on the heating. You can't be cold 
 
3. Positive logical deductions in the past: "must have" + past participle 
ex: Those shoes are very nice. They must have been expensive 
 
4. Negative logical deductions in the past: "can't have"/ "couldn't have" + past participle 
ex: The swimming pool was closed yesterday:  

You can't have been there.  
 You couldn't have been there. 
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Comparatives and Superlatives 

Comparatives show more or less of a particular attribute, they compare things. Comparatives are 
generally used for comparing two things, and superlatives are used for comparing three or more 
things. 

If it's clear what we are comparing to, then we can just use the comparative form on its own. For 
example: 
- I am faster. 
- She is older. 

 
Otherwise we use THAN before the thing we are comparing to. For example: 
- I am faster than John. 
- She is taller than me. 

Superlative forms don't use than and are always preceded by the definite article THE . For example: 
- I am the tallest student in my school. 

Comparatives  

As… as 

We use as … as in positive sentences to say that things/people are equal. 

- Many studies suggest that patients are twice as likely as normal to have had prenatal 
complications. 

- Schizophrenia costs the country as much as cancer or heart disease to treat. 

One-syllable Adjectives 

To make a comparative from an adjective with one syllable, we add -er to the adjective, for example: 
- slow - slower 
- fast - faster 
- tall - taller 
- short - shorter 

To make a comparative from a one syllable adjective ending in -e, we just add -r. For example: 
- nice - nicer 
- large - larger 

If the one syllable adjective ends in a vowel and a consonant, we double the consonant. For 
example: 
- big - bigger 
- hot - hotter 
- thin - thinner 

Two (or more) -syllable Adjectives 
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If the adjective has two or more syllables, we add more before the adjective. 
For example: 
- This book is more expensive than that book. 
- This picture is more beautiful. 

However there are many exceptions to this one/two-syllable rule.  
Some two-syllable words behave like one-syllable ones: For example: 
This is easier – Correct (for adjectives ending in –y) 
This is more easy - Incorrect. 
This is simpler - Correct 
This is more simple - Incorrect 
And some adjectives can use both comparatives forms: For example 
- clever - cleverer - more clever: These are all correct. 
- quiet - quieter - more quiet: These are all correct. 
 
Exceptions cannot be learnt through rules, the best way to learn them is simply to pick them up case 
by case. 

 

Superlatives 

One-Syllable Adjectives 

To make a superlative from an adjective with one syllable, we add -est to the adjective, for example: 
- slow - slowest 
- fast - fastest 
- tall - tallest 
- short - shortest 

To make a superlative from a one syllable adjective ending in -e, we just add -st. For example: 
- nice - nicest 
- large - largest 

If the one syllable adjective ends in a vowel and a consonant, we double the consonant. For 
example: 
- big - biggest 
- hot - hottest 
- thin - thinnest 

Two (or more) -Syllable Adjectives 

If the adjective has two or more syllables, we add most before the adjective. 
For example: 
- This book is the most expensive book. 
- This picture is the most beautiful picture in the museum. 

! Irregular Forms 

There are a few irregular forms. Below gives the adjective, comparative, and superlative forms. 
good - better - best 
bad - worse - worst 
far - farther - farthest 
far - further - furthest 
little - less - least 
much/many - more - most 
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For example: 
- You are the best student in the world! 
- I am far from home/ My house is a bit further down the road/ That's the furthest I can see without 
glasses. 
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Used to – to be used to 

 
“Impotence is a much bigger problem than doctors used to think”. 

USED TO + Infinitive 

 

• If we say that somebody used to do something, we mean that some time ago he did it 
habitually, but that he does not do it now. 

 
Ex: Doctors used to think impotence was a relatively unimportant problem. 

→ They don’t think that anymore. 
 

• Interrogative: Did they use to think that impotence was a relatively unimportant problem? 

• Negation: They didn’t use to think that… 
 
 

BE USED TO + ING 

 

• If you say that somebody is used to doing something, you mean that he has done it or 
experienced it so often that it is no longer strange to him. 

 
Ex: This patient is used to taking drugs. 
 

• “ be used to” can be used in the present, the past or the future. 
 
Ex: He is used to taking drugs. 
 He was used to taking drugs. 
 He will be used to taking drugs. 

 

!  TO USE 

 
Do not mix up used to, be used to with the verb to use (utiliser). 
 
Ex:  They use drugs to cure patients. 
 Drugs are used to cure patients. (passive). 
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USE OF THE INFINITIVE 

 
 
RULE 1 
 
We can use a “to-infinitive” to talk about a person’s purpose – why someone does something. 
 
Eg: Children raised with strong values will grow up to help others, strengthen human relations, and 
bring about world security. 
        
 
RULE 2 
 
We can use the “to-infinitive” after a number of adjectives (easy, hard, pleased, disappointed, 
surprised). 
 
Eg: Good day care becomes harder and harder to find. 
 
 
RULE 3 
 
We can use the “to-infinitive” after some nouns. 
 
Eg: The attempt to teach reading to 2-year-olds is an extreme example. 
 
RULE 4 
 
In the passive voice, “make” is followed by a “to-infinitive”.   
It is followed by a zero infinitive in the active voice. 
 
Eg: Working women are made to feel guilty. 
       I’ll make you study. 
 
 
RULE 5 
 
We can use the structure “for + object + to-infinitive” after some adjectives, nouns and verbs.  
However, after an adjective describing someone’s behaviour (e.g. nice, silly) we use a pattern 
with “of”: 
 
Eg:  This car is made for the driver to stand up in. 

It was nice of Sarah to invite us. 
 
RULE 6 
 
It is impossible to use a that-clause after ‘want’.   
 
‘I want that my children are taught to read.’ 
I want my children to be taught to read 
 
Je veux que tu viennes! 
I want that you come 
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I want you to come 
 
Je veux qu’il soit puni ! 
I want him to be punished 
 
Je veux qu’elle arrive à temps 
I want her to come on time 
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USE OF THE GERUND 

 
 
Gerund = A form of a verb that ends in -ing and operates as a noun in a sentence. 
 
Consider the following sentences.  They are all taken from the text. 
 

1) Without knowing the cause of the epidemic there was no hope of stopping it. 
2) How could a drug that was so harmless to adults be capable of causing such damage to the 

bodies of these tiny babies? 
3) Scientists tried to understand how this drug could stop limbs from developing in the womb. 
4) They studied cell cultures to see if the drug prevented cells from dividing. 

 
This -ing form of the verb is called the gerund. It is quite common after verbs, nouns, adjectives or 
prepositions. The normal equivalent of this form is an infinitive in French. 
 
1. The gerund is the -ing form of the verb used as a noun.  
 
Eg: Yesterday I quit smoking for the thirteenth time. 
 
 
2. Some verbs, adjectives and nouns can have a preposition after them.  If this is the case, the 

gerund must be used after the preposition.   

 
Eg: I kept looking round wondering why I wasn’t getting my baby. 
      After seeing the film, we went to a restaurant. 
 
3. Some verbs take a gerund (rather than an infinitive with to) without a preposition.  
 
Eg: Thalidomide was now so notorious that no one could consider using it again. 
 
4. The gerund is traditionally preceded by the possessive form of the pronoun: however, in 
these more liberal times, the object form is also used:  
 
Eg: She objected to his (him) playing golf on their wedding anniversary. 

5. Certain verbs are used in combination with the gerund only: they are:   

admit, appreciate, avoid, consider, deny, enjoy, escape, finish, imagine, keep, miss, postpone, 
practise, quit, resent, resist, suggest, stop. 

 

Elle s’est opposée à ce qu’il vienne à la fête 

She objected to him coming to the party 

          his 

 

J’attends avec impatience de voir ma tante 

I look // I’m looking forward to seeing my aunt 

http://www.answers.com/main/ntquery?method=4&dsid=2058&dekey=verb&gwp=8&curtab=2058_1
http://www.answers.com/main/ntquery?method=4&dsid=2058&dekey=noun&gwp=8&curtab=2058_1
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